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Abstract. The Cluster mission operated a “tilt campaign” during the month of May 2008. Two of the four identical Cluster spacecraft were placed at a close distance (∼50 km) from each other and the spin axis of one of the spacecraft pair was tilted by an angle of ∼46°. This gave the opportunity, for the first time in space, to measure global characteristics of AC electric field, at the sensitivity available with long boom (88 m) antennas, simultaneously from the specific configuration of the tilted pair of satellites and from the available base of three satellites placed at a large characteristic separation (∼1 RE). This paper describes how global characteristics of radio waves, in this case the configuration of the electric field polarization ellipse in 3-D-space, are identified from in situ measurements of spin modulation features by the tilted pair, validating a novel experimental concept. In the event selected for analysis, non-thermal continuum (NTC) waves in the 15–25 kHz frequency range are observed from the Cluster constellation placed above the polar cap. The observed intensity variations with spin angle are those of plane waves, with an electric field polarization close to circular, at an ellipticity ratio $e = 0.87$. We derive the source position in 3-D by two different methods. The first one uses ray path orientation (measured by the tilted pair) combined with spectral signature of magnetic field magnitude at source. The second one is obtained via triangulation from the three spacecraft baseline, using estimation of directivity angles under assumption of circular polarization. The two results are not compatible, placing sources widely apart. We present a general study of the level of systematic errors due to the assumption of circular polarization, linked to the second approach, and show how this approach can lead to poor triangulation and wrong source positioning. The estimation derived from the first method places the NTC source region in the dawn sector, at a large $L$ value ($L ∼ 10$) and a medium geomagnetic latitude ($35°$ S). We discuss these untypical results within the frame of the geophysical conditions prevailing that day, i.e. a particularly quiet long time interval, followed by a short increase of magnetic activity.
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1 Introduction

The Earth produces a variety of radio waves, which have been observed from outer space for a few decades. The three main types of terrestrial radio waves are (i) the terrestrial kilometric radiation (Gurnett, 1974), later on more commonly referred to as the auroral kilometric radiation (AKR); (ii) the non-thermal continuum or NTC (Gurnett, 1975); and (iii) the $2F_p$ circum terrestrial radiation (Hoang et al., 1981). These three radiations are produced via three different generation mechanisms, from three different regions of the magnetosphere, at three different characteristic frequencies of the source region, respectively the gyrofrequency $F_{ce}$, the plasma frequency $F_p$, and a multiple of the plasma frequency.
2 $F_p$. Subsequent observations revealed that all magnetized planets are radio sources (see review by Zarka and Kurth, 2005). Radio waves can travel far from their source region, carrying spectral signatures of the local conditions where they are generated. They thus form a precious tool for remote sensing of the active regions of the magnetosphere, where sources are located. A first target of remote sensing analysis is to determine the position of the sources. Since these active regions are generally located near boundaries, hence restricted to small volumes, a first approach toward localization is to follow the ray path of the radio wave from the point where it is observed. This needs radio wave direction finding at the observation point. The purpose of this paper is to explore a novel instrumental technique for direction finding, to describe how we applied the technique to a chosen case event, and to discuss what has been learned from the exercise.

Radio wave direction finding using the spin modulation of measured electric field intensity by a single receiving antenna has been used for many years (Kurth et al., 1975, 1981; Gurnett, 1975; Etcheto et al., 1982; Gough, 1982; Steinberg et al., 1989; Morgan and Gurnett, 1991; Kasaba et al., 1998; Nagano et al., 2003; Décréau et al., 2004; Grimald et al., 2007). This tool, sometimes referred to as “spin-null method”, uses a rotating directive antenna (Calvert, 1999). It yields ray path orientation in the spin plane of the satellite, indicated by the position of a rotating antenna at minimal received intensity, preferably near null for a better qualification of the method. It is based on simple assumptions about wave properties, either that the radio source is un-polarized, or, more currently, that the measured electric field vector is that of a monochromatic plane wave, circularly polarized, travelling in free space. Within that frame, the unit vector $k$ normal to the electric field plane is the wave vector, aligned with the ray path; the electric field projected in the spin plane describes an ellipse whose small axis is aligned with the projection onto this same plane of the $k$ vector.

Although it was recognized early on that erroneous source direction could be produced by polarization effects (Jones, 1982), ray path orientations of NTC waves have been widely derived using the “spin-null method” using the circular polarization assumption. The experimental evidence of quasicylindrical polarization has been obtained from NTC observations by the DE-1 satellite (Gurnett et al., 1988). Furthermore, first determinations of NTC ray path orientation derived under such a model did provide encouraging results pointing, for instance, toward realistic source positions, like equatorial plasmapause, or magnetopause (Gurnett, 1975; Etcheto et al., 1982; Gough, 1982). One important application of this technique is its capacity, under favourable configurations of the orbit and source, to derive the source position by triangulation (Grimald et al., 2009). Furthermore, the modulation factor (defined when comparing levels of minimal to maximal intensity within a spin), has been used to derive the size of sources (Steinberg et al., 1989), or to estimate the angle between ray path and spin plane, hence ray path direction in 3-D (Grimald et al., 2011).

The “spin-null method” made use of an opportunity offered by scientific satellites equipped with spinning long booms measuring electric field, but could not satisfactorily resolve the localization in 3-D of a radio source of unknown polarization, a general objective of radio astronomy based on satellite observations. The ideal equipment is a set of three antennas of same characteristics, deployed along three orthogonal directions, connected to electronic devices measuring phase differences between any two of the three signals received. This would yield a complete characterization of the wave electric field, including its sense of polarization. The main difficulty in space is that long antennas (of good sensitivity) deployed via spinning are confined into the spin plane, and that rigid antennas cannot be deployed beyond a few metres, i.e. in a volume where sheath effects can be problematic. In practice, two types of equipment allowing 3-D measurements of electric field have been flown and tested in space. One type is a rigid short antenna, placed along the spin axis of a spacecraft equipped with one or two long boom spinning antennas. The other type is a set of three rigid antennas, placed either on a spinning spacecraft or on a 3-axes stabilized spacecraft. How to make the best use of such devices in order to do reliable direction finding at a good resolution is a difficult task. Specific studies have been devoted to examine this question and to design antenna systems (Lecacheux, 1978; Fainberg et al., 1985; Ladreiter et al., 1995; Cecconi and Zarka, 2005). Both types of equipment have demonstrated their usefulness. The mixed device (spinning antennas associated to a rigid one) has been used on DE-1 to derive the polarization of AKR (Shawhan and Gurnett, 1982), and on WIND to derive properties of the 2 $F_p$ radio emission (Reiner et al., 1996). Polarization properties of AKR have also been obtained by sets of three rigid antennas. Hanasz et al. (2000) derived dynamic spectra of Stokes parameters from measurements aboard the Interball-2 spacecraft, and Lamy et al. (2010) used equipment placed on the 3-axes stabilized Cassini orbiter to disentangle left-handed from right-handed waves.

The Cluster constellation offered another approach, where two sets of long boom spinning antennas, placed on board two different satellites, could be used for electric field measurements in 3-D. Cluster, the first space mission designed to study small-scale space plasma structures in three dimensions (Escoubet et al., 1997), is a constellation of four identical satellites (C1, C2, C3, C4). The Cluster satellites spin at a period of about 4 s, with, under nominal conditions, all spin axes parallel to each other, oriented normal to the ecliptic plane. The satellites were placed mostly in a regular tetrahedron configuration during the first years of the mission. Later on, they were placed on several occasions in a multi-scale configuration, where three satellites (C1, C2 and C3) form a large triangle, and the fourth one (C4) is placed at a short distance from C3. The two satellites placed close by, C3 and C4,
share the same orbit and their separation distance is easily adjustable. During one such configuration in May 2008 (so-called “tilt campaign”), the spin axis of C3 was tilted at an angle of about 45°. For the first time, electric field measurements at the sensitivity available with long boom antennas were accessible in 3-D, as the two spacecraft placed within ~ 50 km distance of each other could be considered as a single observatory. This context opened the path to a new way of measuring electric field polarization properties. This could be used not only to estimate the ray path orientation in 3-D but also to study the wave mode of propagating emissions (see Carozzi et al., 2000), noting that only the global shape of the polarization ellipse could be identified by the existing instrumentation, since the phase difference between signals measured on board the two spacecraft is not available.

We concentrate here on radio wave direction finding via data obtained by the WHISPER (Waves of High frequency and Sounder for Probing of Electron density by Relaxation) instrument (Décréau et al., 1997). WHISPER data were available during most of the one month tilt campaign, while measurements from the WBD (WideBand Data) instrument (Gurnett et al., 1997), covering a similar frequency range with better time and frequency resolutions, were by necessity restricted to narrow time windows during the campaign. We will show below that the time and frequency resolution available on WHISPER (respectively 1.7 s and 0.64 kHz) are sufficient to measure the characteristics of spin modulation and to resolve details of the spectral signatures (electron gyro-frequency at the source), allowing remote sensing of the source region. How to interpret data obtained in the tilted pair configuration by the coupled WHISPER instruments was a challenge. Indeed, measurement performances explored before the campaign with synthetic signal tests and realistic operation schemes have been shown to vary significantly according to the actual orientation of the polarization ellipse with respect to the tilted constellation geometry. Hence, some geometries could be unfavourable, leading to large uncertainties in derived ellipse characteristics. This difficulty is actually inherent to any direction finding system (see error analysis in Cecconi and Zarka, 2005). Another difficulty inherent in the use of real data is that measured intensities result in general from a superposition of wavelets, stemming from micro sources distributed over a source region of finite size. The measured modulation factor is in such a case smaller than it would be when observing a pure wave. As discussed in Gurnett (1975), its value could be used to roughly estimate the angular size of sources, provided that ray paths lie in the spin plane. In this study, and it is important to stress this point, we ignore the effect of the angular size of the source as observed from Cluster.

The prime purpose of this paper is to present the results obtained from a custom-built software tool, which retrieves the characteristics of the ellipse described by the electric field of a single plane wave, without any assumption about orientation of ray path with respect to spin plane. We call this tool the Dual Spin Modulation, or DSM tool. We apply the DSM tool to NTC radiation measured during the tilt campaign. Studies of NTC waves by the multi-point Cluster constellation has allowed to better understand and decipher the observed characteristics of spectral signatures of this radiation, and to translate them into genuine characteristics of the source region (Masson et al., 2009; Grimald et al., 2009, 2011), thus forming a good background for the analysis of NTC events using the tilted pair. The chosen event deals with NTC data measured during a time interval of about one hour, when all four spacecraft travel above the southern polar cap in a region of free propagation for the considered frequencies. This allows to search for the source position by simple ray tracing (the radiation travelling along a straight line).

We present in Sect. 2 the DSM tool. Section 3 shows the application of this tool to a WHISPER elementary data set (covering the short time interval necessary to derive modulation characteristics). The same section discusses practical ways of appreciating the validity of the circular polarization assumption. Section 4 presents the selected event, the DSM analysis applied to a larger time interval, leading to an averaged ray path direction. Section 5 presents the search for source position and discusses the results achieved. We compare the results obtained with the more partial information that would have been available in the absence of the tilted spacecraft. Finally, we draw general conclusions in Sect. 6.

## 2 The dual spin modulation tool

### 2.1 Measured quantities

One characteristic feature of observed NTC radio waves is their duration of typically several minutes, contrasting with the sporadic nature of AKR radio waves. Even if it does not imply coherence of NTC wave trains during such long durations, direction finding studies rely on wave properties (beam position and field intensity) being quasi-stationary during time intervals of the order of one minute. When dealing with wave measurements obtained from two different spacecraft, we assume in addition that both platforms are located inside the same beam and that the distances from each satellite to the source are close enough for field intensities to be equal.

The measuring system at our disposal is made of two long boom receiving antennas on the C3 and C4 satellites that are placed at an inter-satellite distance of about 50 km during the tilt campaign. The two antennas are spinning, independently from each other, at periods slightly different, of about 4 s. They are connected respectively to the C3 and C4 WHISPER instruments, which perform onboard frequency analysis of the electric field signal measured in the 2–80 kHz frequency band (Décréau et al., 2001). In order to do so, each antenna samples the electric signal during time acquisition intervals of short duration (3.1 ms), during which the receiving antenna can be assumed to keep the same attitude...
 succeeds electric field magnitude frequency spectra, calculated by FFT (fast Fourier transform) every 13.3 ms, are accumulated on board by the DWP (Digital Wave Processing) instrument, bin to bin, to form a single “accumulated” spectrum (Woolliscroft et al., 1997; Trotignon et al., 2010). Due to different operating capabilities of WHISPER instruments on board C3 and C4 (the latter having lost a memory word in year 2003), “accumulated” spectra are available more frequently on C3 (32 individual spectra accumulated every 0.426 s) than on C4 (64 individual spectra accumulated every 0.852 s). The telemetry bit rate allocated to WHISPER allows transmitting to ground every second one of the accumulated spectra for C4, and one out of four accumulated spectra for C3. As a result, the transmission recurrence, 1.7 s, is the same on both satellites. The difference between measurement times and half-spin periods (∼ 2 s on each satellite) is such that the antenna samples varying attitude positions as time progresses, thus exploring how the electric field magnitude is modulated with respect to attitude.

Figure 1 presents WHISPER measurements obtained during a one minute time interval. Assuming that the observed NTC waves are of the same nature as those analysed via the “spin-null method” in the past, i.e. plane waves and quasi-circular polarization, one expects that each one of the two satellites will present a spin modulation of the measured electric field. This is actually the case, as shown in the figure. In order to compare both spin modulation characteristics, we define suitable coordinate systems, sketched in Fig. 1a. De-spun coordinate systems of C3 and C4 are translated such that C3 and C4 are superposed in C, at the intersection of translated spin axes $Z_3$ and $Z_4$. We actually assume that the global properties of the measured NTC field are unchanged from one spacecraft position to the other, such that the two satellites form a single measuring system, equipped with two identical long antennas, sweeping two spin planes at an angle to each other. The orientation of unit vector along $X_{\text{ref}}$ is chosen to be given by the cross product of $K_3$ and $K_4$, unit vectors respectively along $Z_3$ and $Z_4$ axis. This results in a direction $X_{\text{ref}}$ roughly opposite to the Sun. The axis $Y_4$ completes a coordinate system $[X_{\text{ref}}, Y_4, Z_4]$ attached to C4. Let us call $[S_{C4}]$ this coordinate system. Similarly, we define a coordinate system $[S_{C3}]$ attached to C3, based on axes $X_{\text{ref}}, Z_3$ and a third axis $Y_3$ in $\pi_3$, spin plane of C3. $[S_{C3}]$ can be derived from $[S_{C4}]$ by a rotation around $X_{\text{ref}}$ of angle $\beta$, equal to 46.1º, between spin axes $Z_4$ and $Z_3$. Attitudes $\theta_4$ and $\theta_3$ are expressed as the angle $\theta$ between each spinning (double sphere) receiving antenna and the common direction $X_{\text{ref}}$, defined by the intersection of the two spin planes.

Panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 1 show accumulated electric field spectral power densities (crosses) measured within the same 60 s time interval, starting at 12:20 UTC on 18 May 2008, plotted as a function of the attitude of the respective antennas at central times of accumulation intervals. We notice that the total number of samples acquired during the same UTC interval is slightly different on C3 (33 samples) and on C4 (34 samples) due to time sequences which are not synchronized better than to a one second boundary from one satellite to the other (onboard clocks tuned to UTC). Moreover, attitudes sampled on each spacecraft differ since the spin periods

Fig. 1. (a) Configuration of spin axes ($Z_3$ and $Z_4$, making an angle $\beta$) and spin planes ($\pi_3$ and $\pi_4$) of the C3–C4 pair. Curved arrows indicate the sense of rotation (with time) of each receiving antenna, sketched as half a dipole. The $[S_{C4}]$ and $[S_{C3}]$ coordinate systems are defined by the axes $Z_4$ (respectively $Z_3$), $X_{\text{ref}}$ (common axis along intersection of spin planes) and $Y_4$ (respectively $Y_3$). The antenna attitude angles, $\theta_4$ on C4 and $\theta_3$ on C3, are expressed from the common origin $X_{\text{ref}}$ to the unit vector associated to the antenna. (b) and (c) Electric field spectral power densities in the 15–25 kHz band and integrated over the antenna length $L$ and (respectively $\phi_3$ on C3, are expressed from $\pi_3$ and $\pi_4$, making an angle $\beta$ to each other. The orientation of unit vector along $X_{\text{ref}}$ is chosen to be given by the cross product of $K_3$ and $K_4$, unit vectors respectively along $Z_3$ and $Z_4$ axis. This results in a direction $X_{\text{ref}}$ roughly opposite to the Sun. The axis $Y_4$ completes a coordinate system $[X_{\text{ref}}, Y_4, Z_4]$ attached to C4. Let us call $[S_{C4}]$ this coordinate system. Similarly, we define a coordinate system $[S_{C3}]$ attached to C3, based on axes $X_{\text{ref}}, Z_3$ and a third axis $Y_3$ in $\pi_3$, spin plane of C3. $[S_{C3}]$ can be derived from $[S_{C4}]$ by a rotation around $X_{\text{ref}}$ of angle $\beta$, equal to 46.1º, between spin axes $Z_4$ and $Z_3$. Attitudes $\theta_4$ and $\theta_3$ are expressed as the angle $\theta$ between each spinning (double sphere) receiving antenna and the common direction $X_{\text{ref}}$, defined by the intersection of the two spin planes.

Panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 1 show accumulated electric field spectral power densities (crosses) measured within the same 60 s time interval, starting at 12:20 UTC on 18 May 2008, plotted as a function of the attitude of the respective antennas at central times of accumulation intervals. We notice that the total number of samples acquired during the same UTC interval is slightly different on C3 (33 samples) and on C4 (34 samples) due to time sequences which are not synchronized better than to a one second boundary from one satellite to the other (onboard clocks tuned to UTC). Moreover, attitudes sampled on each spacecraft differ since the spin periods

$\theta$. The acquisition intervals are placed 13.3 ms apart. Successive electric field magnitude frequency spectra, calculated by FFT (fast Fourier transform) every 13.3 ms, are accumulated on board by the DWP (Digital Wave Processing) instrument, bin to bin, to form a single “accumulated”
are slightly different. As expected, the measured signals are clearly modulated with the respective attitude angles \( \theta \). For each satellite, electric field spectral power densities follow variation \( s^2(\theta) \) (solid lines in Fig. 1b and c) expressed in Eq. (1):

\[
s^2_m = E_0^2 [1 - \alpha_0 \cos 2(\theta - \phi_0)]. \tag{1}
\]

Three adjustable parameters, \( E_0, \alpha_0, \) and \( \phi_0 \), have been determined for each spacecraft by minimizing, in the sense of least square approximation, the distance between the measurements and electric field power densities of Eq. (1). The quantity \( E_0^2 \) represents the average value of modulated signal, \( E_0^2 = \frac{s_{\text{m,max}}^2 + s_{\text{m,min}}^2}{2} \), where \( s_{\text{m,max}}^2 \) and \( s_{\text{m,min}}^2 \) are extrema of \( s^2_m \). The quantity \( \alpha_0 \) represents the modulation factor of the measured signal, \( \alpha_0 = \frac{s_{\text{m,max}}^2 - s_{\text{m,min}}^2}{s_{\text{m,max}}^2 + s_{\text{m,min}}^2} \) (as in Steinberg et al., 1989, or in Grimald et al., 2011), and the quantity \( \phi_0 \) is the antenna attitude at minimal signal. Note that in Eq. (1), \( s^2_m \) and \( E_0^2 \) stand for electric field spectral power densities (expressed in units of \( V^2_{\text{rms}} \text{m}^{-2} \text{Hz}^{-1} \)), while Fig. 1b and c display the spectral power density of electric field integrated along the effective length of the antenna, a quantity expressed in units of \( \text{V}^2_{\text{rms}} \text{Hz}^{-1} \). The latter quantity, closer to the raw measurement, is directly proportional to the former, according to a coefficient identical on both spacecraft, since their respective receiving antenna have the same physical length and provided that the plasma regime is similar enough on each platform for effective lengths to be equal to each other (Béghin et al., 2005).

An important remark concerns the estimation of the modulation factor. As stated above, the WHISPER instrument reports the electric field frequency spectra accumulated within time intervals, 426 ms for C3 and 852 ms for C4, during which the antenna attitudes varies significantly. The accumulated intensities are squeezed toward the average intensity \( E_0^2 \) and the measured modulation factor \( \alpha_0 \) underestimates the modulation factor \( \alpha \), which would reflect instantaneous spectral magnitudes initially measured. Post hoc data analysis takes this problem into account and calculates the true modulation factor \( \alpha \) by introducing a correction factor. The correction factor has been calculated by applying all actual onboard operations, mainly onboard data accumulation, to a synthetic signal figuring the instantaneous spectral magnitudes measured by the receiving antenna. The calculated correction factor depends only on the number of accumulated spectra. Finally, the quantities measured are three adjustable parameters, \( E_0, \alpha, \) and \( \phi \), responding to Eq. (2), where \( s^2 \) represent the instantaneous spectral power (dashed lines in Fig. 1b and c):

\[
s^2 = E_0^2 [1 - \alpha \cos 2(\theta - \phi)]. \tag{2}
\]

According to Eq. (2), the instantaneous spectral power oscillates between extrema \( s_{\text{max}}^2 = E_0^2 (1 + \alpha) \) and \( s_{\text{min}}^2 = E_0^2 (1 - \alpha) \). We shall see in the next subsection that modulation factors play a crucial role in the algorithm, which allows retrieving ellipse characteristics.

In summary, six spin modulation parameters are derived from raw measurements, the set \( E_{03}, \alpha_3, \) and \( \phi_3 \) and the set \( E_{04}, \alpha_4, \) and \( \phi_4 \) calculated from WHISPER spectra measured respectively on C3 and C4. Spectral power density variations with attitude angle differ significantly when measured on one spacecraft or on the other. We note, however, that wave powers measured at attitude (or phase) zero by C3 and C4 are close to each other, equal to 27 and 28, respectively, in the chosen unit. This is not by accident, but because at phase zero respective receiving antenna are aligned with each other, along the common direction defined by the intersection of the two spin planes. In practice, only five independent spin modulation parameters are measured by the tilted pair when based on spectra acquired during the same time interval and over the same frequency band.

### 2.2 Direct problem: measured quantities as a function of ellipse characteristics

The electric field \( E(f) \) of a sinusoidal wave at frequency \( f \) traces out an ellipse in the plane of electric polarization. The polarized electric field \( E \) can be represented as the superposition of two linearly polarized waves at right angles, of respective magnitudes \( a \) and \( b \), varying with time in quadrature according to the following equation:

\[
E(t) = a \cos \omega_0 t \mathbf{u} \pm b \sin \omega_0 t \mathbf{v}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( \omega_0 \) is the angular pulsation at frequency \( f \), \( a \) and \( b \) are lengths of the semi major and semi minor axes of the polarization ellipse, \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) the associated unit vectors, and \( \mathbf{a}, \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{k} \) are forming an orthogonal base (see, for instance, Calvert, 1999). The aim of the analysis is to measure the quantities \( \mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}, a, b \), which fully describe a given ellipse configuration (see sketch in Fig. 3a). As only wave intensity is measurable, the sense of polarization (left for a plus sign in Eq. (3), right for a minus sign) is unknown. Moreover, the direction of each vector is known with an ambiguity of \( \pi \), such that the order of unity vectors \( \mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{k} \) with respect to a direct base is unspecified.

We choose the coordinate system \([S_{\text{CA1}}]\) defined above as the reference system where we express the vector quantities used to describe the polarization ellipse. The orientation of unit vector \( \mathbf{u} \) is defined by two angles in a spherical coordinate system, the zenith angle \( \sigma_a \) and the azimuth \( \mu_a \), sketched in Fig. 2a. Similarly, the orientation of unit vector \( \mathbf{v} \) is defined by the zenith angle \( \sigma_b \) and the azimuth \( \mu_b \) (not shown in the figure). Taking account of the property of vector \( \mathbf{v} \) to be normal to vector \( \mathbf{u} \), only three independent parameters are required to fully describe the orientation of \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \). Added to the lengths of ellipse axes \( a \) and \( b \), this amounts to five independent parameters, which the analysis via the DSM tool aims to calculate from the set of five independent
measured quantities described above (Sect. 2.1). The direct problem, i.e. the relationship between the set of input quantities $\sigma_a, \mu_a, \sigma_b, \mu_b, a, b$, and the set of output quantities $E_{04}, \alpha_4, \phi_4, E_{03}, \alpha_3, \phi_3$, is obtained as follows.

The wave component linearly polarized along vector $u$ of pulsation $\omega_0$ produces an electric field varying, when projected onto the spin plane of satellite C4, as $E_p(t) = a \cos \omega_0 t u_p$. The antenna captures the electric field vector projected along its direction defined by the unit vector $U$, placed at attitude angle $\theta$. The magnitude of the received signal, $A = a u_p U$, is then

$$A = a \sin \sigma_a \cdot \cos(\mu_a - \theta).$$
The corresponding average power $s_a^2 = A^2/2$, which is the quantity actually available after onboard analysis, can be expressed, when defining the azimuth of $u$ via $\phi_a = \mu_a \pm \pi/2$, as $s_a^2 = a^2 \sin^2 \sigma_a \sin^2(\theta - \phi_a)$, which leads to

$$s_a(t)^2 = m_a^2[1 - \cos 2(\theta(t) - \phi_a)], \quad m_a^2 = \frac{1}{4}a^2 \sin^2 \sigma_a.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Figure 2b illustrates the variation of electric field power versus attitude created by a linearly polarized wave component (blue curve), displaying a maximum when the antenna is aligned with $u_\phi (\theta = \mu_a)$ and a null when the antenna is normal to $u_\phi (\theta = \phi_a)$. Similarly, the second wave component linearly polarized along vector $v$ (not shown in Fig. 2a) creates the average power:

$$s_b(t)^2 = m_b^2[1 - \cos 2(\theta(t) - \phi_b)], \quad m_b^2 = \frac{1}{4}b^2 \sin^2 \sigma_b.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The measured signal $s^2$ is the sum of both contributions. Expressed as a function of the attitude $\theta$, which explores the [0–$\pi$] interval during a spin period, it is the sum of two sine functions, of half the spin periodicity, which varies as a sine function of the same period (Fig. A1 in the Appendix), according to the model of Eq. (2):

$$s_1^2 = E_{01}[1 - \alpha_4 \cos 2(\theta - \phi_{4\alpha})],$$

The identity $s_1^2 + s_2^2 = s_4^2$ (developed in the Appendix) yields to the set $E_{04}, \phi_{4\alpha}$ via the following relations:

$$E_{04}^2 = \frac{1}{4}a^2 \sin^2 \sigma_a + \frac{1}{4}b^2 \sin^2 \sigma_b $$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\varphi_{4\alpha} = \phi_a - \frac{1}{2}{\delta}, \quad \text{with} \quad \delta = \tan^{-1}\frac{r \sin \zeta}{1 + r \cos \zeta}, \quad \text{where}$$

$$\zeta = 2(\phi_a - \phi_b)$$

$$\varphi_{4\alpha} = \phi_a - \frac{1}{2}{\delta} , \quad \text{with} \quad \delta = \tan^{-1}\frac{r \sin \zeta}{1 + r \cos \zeta}, \quad \text{where}$$

$$\zeta = 2(\phi_a - \phi_b)$$

$$\varphi_{4\alpha} = \phi_a - \frac{1}{2}{\delta} , \quad \text{with} \quad \delta = \tan^{-1}\frac{r \sin \zeta}{1 + r \cos \zeta}, \quad \text{where}$$

$$\zeta = 2(\phi_a - \phi_b)$$

$$\varphi_{4\alpha} = \phi_a - \frac{1}{2}{\delta} , \quad \text{with} \quad \delta = \tan^{-1}\frac{r \sin \zeta}{1 + r \cos \zeta}, \quad \text{where}$$

$$\zeta = 2(\phi_a - \phi_b)$$

Even when expressed in $[S_{C4}]$, the electric field intensity varies at half C4 spin period, according to Eq. (4). The intensity variation with attitude is plotted in Fig. 2b (blue curve) in the specific case where $\sigma_4 = 47^\circ$ and $\mu_4 = 51^\circ$. In this case, the coordinates of vector $u$ are $\sigma_3 = 28^\circ$ and $\mu_3 = 168^\circ$ when expressed in $[S_{C3}]$. The intensity variation with attitude observed on C3 is plotted in Fig. 2b in green. The minimal intensities are equal to zero on both spacecraft, providing a means to identify occurrences of this particular case. The antenna attitudes at maximal intensities on C4 and on C3 identify the longitudes of the meridian planes $P_{4a}$ and $P_{4b}$, respectively in $[S_{C4}]$ and $[S_{C3}]$ systems.

Finally, the orientation of $u$ vector is aligned with the intersection of meridian planes $P_{4a}$ and $P_{4b}$ (Fig. 2c). It is calculated as the cross product of their normal vectors, defined respectively by angles $\phi_a$ and $\phi_b$ in each spin plane. The result is expressed in the chosen common coordinate system, $[S_{C4}]$. Having identified the orientation of $u$ vector in 3-D, it is possible to calculate the magnitude $a$ of electric field from characteristic power values $m_a^2$ measured either on C4 or on C3 (Eq. 4). Both estimations of $a$ should be equal if the model of a linear electric field, homogeneous over the C3 to C4 distance, is valid. This has been verified in case events of linearly polarized whistler waves recorded during the tilt campaign. The description of the DSM algorithm for the case of a linear wave is given in Sect. A1.

The general case of elliptic polarization is sketched in Fig. 3a. In this case, Eqs. (6), (7), (8), added to the three equations which relate $E_{03}, \phi_{3\alpha}$ and $\alpha_3$ to input quantities, on one hand, and to the equation $u \cdot v = 0$, on the other hand, do not form a system of linear equations with respect to the unknowns. Consequently, they cannot be easily inverted. We proceed by a “try and test” approach detailed in Sect. A2. The triplet ($E_0, \phi_1, \alpha$) of modulation characteristics measured in a spin plane describes the 2-D properties of the 3-D ellipse configuration projected onto the spin plane. Several 3-D ellipse configurations corresponding, after projection, to different quadruplets $(m_a, m_b, \phi_a, \phi_b)$ can lead to the same triplet ($E_0, \phi_1, \alpha$). Starting from the triplet measured on board C4, we explore the domain of possible values of the angle between meridian planes $P_{4a}$ and $P_{4b}$, i.e. we sweep the quantity $\zeta_4 = 2(\phi_{4a} - \phi_{4b})$ in small steps. This provides a series of possible quadruplets $(m_{4a}, m_{4b}, \phi_{4a}, \phi_{4b})$, where, in each of them, the positions of $P_{4a}$ and $P_{4b}$ meridian planes are known, as well as $m_{4a}$, $m_{4b}$, respectively projections of lengths $a$ and $b$ onto the spin plane. Similarly, we derive a
series of possible quadruplets \((m_3 a, m_3 b, \varphi_3 a, \varphi_3 b)\) describing the ellipse projected onto C3 spin plane, from the triplet \((E_o, \varphi, \alpha)\) measured on board C3. Next, each piece of the C4 series is paired with each piece of the C3 series in order to test how well they match. The pairing is based on the approach used for the linear polarization case, where \(P_{4a}\) and \(P_{3a}\) meridian planes intersect along vector \(u\), and \(P_{4b}\) and \(P_{3b}\) meridian planes intersect along vector \(v\). Knowing zenith angles \(\sigma_a\) and \(\sigma_b\) leads to the knowledge of \(a\) and \(b\) lengths, calculated from \(m_3 a^2\) and \(m_3 b^2\) values (in C4 spin plane or in C3 spin plane). A good match must satisfy the constraints fixed by the model of an elliptic polarization:

- \(u\) and \(v\) are normal to each other,
- a single value of the major semi-axis length \(a\) is measured from C4 or from C3,
- a single value of the minor semi-axis length \(b\) is measured from C4 or from C3.

When there is no satisfying solution, the model is considered not valid. When there are several acceptable solutions, a best one is chosen.

Circular polarization is a specific case of elliptic polarization where the two main axes have the same magnitude and their position in the wave plane can thus be chosen at will. A convenient choice places the major axis \(u\) at the intersection of the polarization circle with spin plane, hence aligned with its projection \(u_p\) in spin plane (Fig. 3b). As a consequence, the power measured along the major axis of the projected ellipse, i.e. \(s^2_{max}\), indicates signal intensity value, \(I = 2a^2\), whatever inclination of the wave plane with respect to spin plane. Noting that the meridian plane defined by spin axis and antenna position at minimal signal (along the minor axis of the projected ellipse, \(b\) \(v_p\)) contains vector \(k\) (Fig. 3b), we calculate \(k\) vector coordinates by intersecting the two relevant meridian planes determined respectively from C3 and C4 platforms. This 3-D result, obtained without use of any modulation factor (a quantity which can be affected by the limited sensitivity of receivers), is a clear improvement, compared to the 2-D result of direction finding from a single spacecraft.

### 2.4 Performance of the DSM tool

The inversion algorithm described in the Appendix has been tested by exploring a large range of ellipticity ratio values, \(e = b/a\), of \(k\) vector orientations, and of \(u\) vector orientations, with an excellent return. Overall uncertainties depend on a range of factors, not only uncertainties on the six measured quantities \(E_{0a}, \alpha_3, \varphi_3, E_{0a}, \alpha, \varphi_4\), but also on actual characteristics of the ellipse, orientation and ellipticity ratio. A systematic presentation of expected uncertainties in \(k\) vector orientations is outside the scope of this paper.

In order to illustrate the quality of direction finding obtained for the chosen event, we take the example shown in Fig. 1. First, we note that individual samples of measured electric field power densities display a significant variability. The observed fluctuations are not due to galactic or electronic noise, but inherent to the NTC waves under study. They obviously limit the performance which can be obtained with the DSM tool, even after fluctuations are smoothed out by performing a fit between the measured samples and the spin modulation model. In the example shown in Fig. 1, the spherical coordinates of vector \(u\) are \(\mu_a = 85^\circ\) and \(\sigma_a = 148^\circ\) (in the \([S_{C4}]\) coordinate system). For vector \(v\), the coordinates are \(\mu_b = 163^\circ\) and \(\sigma_b = 97^\circ\). The quality of the result is measured by the three quantities listed in the Appendix, \(da, db\), and \(p_{uv}\), equal respectively to 0.026, 0.001 and 0.012. Observing that \(db\) is small with respect to \(da\) and \(p_{uv}\), one can neglect the error on the component \(bv\) of the electric field along the small axis of the ellipse. When attributing all quantitative misfits to an uncertainty (or a variability) on vector \(u\) orientation, one obtains less than 1° uncertainty in azimuth, and less than 2.5° in zenith angle. This result provides an indication of the precision obtained on ray path direction finding for this measurement. Further on (Sect. 4.2), we use statistics to discuss the direction finding performances for the case of the global NTC wave event studied.

We note that the ellipticity ratio obtained \((e = 0.87)\) is significantly distant from a circular polarization value \((e = 1)\) and cannot be explained by the values obtained for \(da, db\) and \(p_{uv}\) parameters. We examine below how the classical assumption of a purely circular polarization (usually imposed when a single spacecraft is available) can impair the correct estimation of wave normal orientation.

### 3 Application of DSM tool

#### 3.1 Output of the DSM tool: discussion of a selected case

The DSM tool delivers two outputs, the modelled signals (electric field intensity versus antenna attitude) under respectively circular and elliptic polarization assumptions. Let us see, as an illustration, what is obtained by the DSM tool for the one minute time interval presented in Fig. 1b and c. Figure 4 shows again the signal best fit to actual measurement, plotted in green dashed lines (for C3) and blue dashed lines (for C4). It takes account of the correction factor needed from onboard spectra accumulation, explaining the divergence with actual measured intensities (gray crosses) near extrema of curves. Outputs from DSM tool are plotted in red solid lines under the assumption of elliptical polarization, and in red dashed lines under the assumption of circular polarization. Under a circular polarization assumption, the maximal values of electric field power, \(s^2_{max}\), measured independently from C3 and from C4, should be equal to each other. Actual \(s^2_{max}\) values (in unit \(10^{-12} V^2_{rms} Hz^{-1}\)) are 39 and 31.5, as measured respectively on C3 and C4. Those values could be considered to be equal, with a common
The elliptical polarization is derived with this model. The measured magnitude at major axis is $9.0 \times 10^{-6} V_{\text{rms}} \text{Hz}^{-1/2}$, the ellipticity ratio $\epsilon = 0.87$, and the orientation of vector $k_E$ is (in GSE coordinates and with a $180^\circ$ ambiguity) $120^\circ$ in zenith angle $\nu$ (angle from $Z_{\text{GSE}}$ axis to $k_E$) and $127^\circ$ in azimuth $\phi$ (angle from $X_{\text{GSE}}$ axis to $k$ projected onto $X_{\text{GSE}}Y_{\text{GSE}}$ plane). The modelled spin variations under a circular polarization assumption poorly reflect power variations versus attitude. However, the components of vector $k$, which we shall call $k_C$, $128^\circ$ in zenith angle and $130^\circ$ in azimuth, and the signal magnitude, equal to $12 \times 10^{-6} V_{\text{rms}} \text{Hz}^{-1/2}$, are quantities crudely similar to results obtained with the former model.

3.2 Direction finding: critical evaluation of the single spacecraft approach

3.2.1 Case event of 18 May 2008, 12:20–12:21 UTC time interval

We compare in more detail the results of direction finding from a single spacecraft, DF1 (under assumption of circular polarization), with results of direction finding from the tilted pair, DF2 presented above. We assume that the tilted pair provides a correct estimation of the polarization ellipse and of the unit wave vector $k$, called $k_E$ when derived from DF2. We simply compare the orientation of $k_C$, unit wave vector derived from DF1 (using data of C4 or C3, successively), against the orientation of $k_E$. We start the analysis by comparing wave vector directions in the spin plane (which is the information provided by the DF1 approach).

The sketch of Fig. 3a shows the general case, here for directivity analysis from C4 viewpoint, the configuration of the electric field ellipse and of the wave vector $k$, both projected onto the spin plane. In this sketch, the antenna is shown when aligned with the minor axis of the projected ellipse (its position when it measures minimal signal intensity). This orientation generally differs from that of $k_p$, the projected wave vector $k$. In other words, the ray path orientation in spin plane derived in the DF1 approach is identified by the azimuth $\phi_m$ (with respect to the reference axis) at minimum signal intensity, whereas the projection of the vector $k_E$ ($k$ in the sketch) onto spin plane corresponds to an azimuth value $\phi_e$. The difference $\phi_m - \phi_e$ measures the error in azimuth orientation resulting from using the assumption of circular polarization. In the case of C4, where the modulation factor $\alpha$ is 0.50 for the selected case event, the difference $\phi_m - \phi_e$ is small, equal to $2.3^\circ$ in absolute value. In the case of satellite C3, where the modulation factor $\alpha$ is 0.19, the difference $\phi_m - \phi_e$ is much larger, equal to $24^\circ$. The general study presented below indicates that errors in azimuth orientations in spin planes are indeed increasing with decreasing modulation factor $\alpha$.

One can take further the exploitation of measured parameters within the frame of the DF1 approach, and derive $k$ vector orientations in 3-D by using the relationship between...
modulation factor $\alpha$ and $k$ elevation angle $\eta$ with respect to spin plane by

$$\sin^2 \eta = \frac{1 - \alpha}{1 + \alpha}.$$

Equation (9) is developed in Grimal et al. (2011), using a slightly different notation. It is equivalent to the relation $\cos^2 \eta = m$ published in Garnett (1975). In any event, Eq. (9) (or its equivalent) indicates that quantities $\eta$ and $\alpha$ are strongly linked to each other and that knowledge of the modulation leads to two possible solutions for $\eta$, corresponding to $k$ vectors symmetric with respect to the spin plane. This ambiguity, added to the $180^\circ$ ambiguity in ray path direction, complicates the search for source location. In our selected case event, we simply choose the solution providing a final orientation of $k$ as close as possible to the true orientation. Let us call $k_{C1}$ this estimation of $k$. We characterize the orientation of $k_{C1}$ in GSE coordinate system by the zenith angle $\nu$ and the azimuth $\phi$ (which differs from the azimuth at minimum electric field intensity derived in the spin plane). When derived from C4, $k_{C1}$ is oriented at zenith and azimuth angles respectively of $124$ and $130^\circ$ (compared to $120$ and $127^\circ$ for $k_E$), hence within a cone angle of $5^\circ$ from $k_E$. When derived from C3, $k_{C1}$ is oriented at zenith and azimuth angles respectively of $119$ and $146^\circ$, hence within a cone angle of $18^\circ$ from $k_E$. In order to complete the comparison, we can summarize that $k_{C1}$ derived from C4 is placed within a cone angle of $5^\circ$ from $k_C$ (the unit wave vector derived from the DF2 approach under approximation of a circular polarization) and that $k_{C1}$ derived from C3 is placed within a cone angle of $17^\circ$ from $k_C$.

### 3.2.2 Expected performance with a single spacecraft, general case

Let us consider a given elliptical configuration of the electric field, linked to unit vector $k_E$, creating spin modulation characteristics $E_0$, $\alpha$, and $\phi_m$ measured from a single spacecraft. Those characteristics, interpreted within the frame of the “spin-null method”, indicate the orientation $k_{C1}$ of wave normal. We first consider errors in azimuth directivity angles between $k_{C1}$ and $k_E$ (the latter assumed to be the true unit wave vector). We define the azimuth error angle $\varepsilon = (\phi_m - \phi_E)$, where $\phi_m$ and $\phi_E$ are the azimuths of respective $k_{C1}$ and $k_E$ projected onto spin plane.

In order to evaluate the quantity $\varepsilon$ in the general case, we characterize the electric field ellipse by its shape and by its configuration in the coordinate system attached to the measuring spacecraft. The shape is defined using the ellipticity ratio $e = b/a$, and the configuration is characterized by two quantities, the angle $\eta$ of elevation of normal vector above spin plane, on one hand, and on the other hand the angle $\lambda$ of major axis, in wave plane, with the intersection between wave plane and spin plane (sketch at top left of Fig. 5). For a given magnitude and orientation of the major and minor axis of the ellipse, $au$ and $bu$, we calculate the characteristics of the modulated signal obtained in the spin plane by adding the contributions of the two oscillating components aligned with $u$ and $v$ (see the Appendix). We then derive the desired quantities. The right side panels in Fig. 5 display the results of our analysis under a large ellipticity ratio, $e = 0.85$, a value close to that of our case event, and under a smaller value, $e = 0.7$. The azimuth error angle $\varepsilon$ versus configuration angle $\lambda$ is plotted as solid lines, color coded according to elevation angle values $\eta$ (colour code indicated in right side panels). The error angle $\varepsilon$ varies with ellipse configuration, as expected, and can reach unacceptably large values, up to $90^\circ$. This result had been foreseen by Jones (1982, 1983).

The value of modulation factor $\alpha$, which is displayed in dashed lines in the same panels, could be used to select cases with an acceptable error angle $\varepsilon$. Selecting, for instance, large modulations, like $\alpha > 0.8$, would secure an error below a threshold possibly acceptable, about $5^\circ$ in absolute value (estimated when following dark blue dashed lines in both panels at right side of Fig. 5, and considering corresponding error values). Pushing ellipticity ratio $e$ at lower values (results not shown) indicates that the same selection criteria $\alpha > 0.8$ would not secure a good direction finding (the error angle $\varepsilon$ can reach about $20^\circ$ for $e = 0.5$). In practice, the modulation factor of NTC radiation measured on board Cluster being most often smaller than 0.8 (see also results on escaping continuum observed on IMP-8 by Garnett, 1975), the polarization dependency on directivity estimation has to be taken seriously.

The bottom left panel in Fig. 5 displays the ray path elevation angle (ordinate) estimated from modulation measured on a single satellite (abscissa) and interpreted within the frame of circular polarization (Eq. 4). This curve can be used to get an idea of the error when deriving $k$ direction in 3-D under circular polarization. For $e = 0.85$, for instance, a given elevation $\eta$ and varying angle $\lambda$, the actual modulation value $\alpha$ (shown in the top right panel) explores a significant interval, corresponding to a significant portion of the curve plotted in bottom left panel. This portion is highlighted by a rectangle in the colour referring to the given $\eta$ (for instance, light blue colour in the case of an elevation $\eta = 35^\circ$, where the $\alpha$ interval is $[35–60\%]$ and the corresponding $\eta$ interval is $[31–42^\circ]$). As an example, let us suppose that the true elevation is $35^\circ$ and $e = 0.85$. The measured $\alpha$ value is anywhere between 35 and $60\%$; leading to an estimated $\eta$ between 31 and $42^\circ$, leading to the error interval $-4$ to $+7^\circ$. Distances from the true elevation increase with the chosen elevation value, from $\sim \pm 5^\circ$ at $\eta = 20^\circ$, to $\sim [30^\circ, +20^\circ]$ at $\eta = 65^\circ$. Nevertheless, the chance to obtain the correct value are non-zero, since all rectangles contain the true $\eta$ value. For $e = 0.7$, however, and $\eta = 65^\circ$, the domain of estimated ray path elevation (rectangle in dashed lines, orange colour) does not contain the true $\eta$ value, the estimation being severely misleading.
In conclusion, this study indicates that direction finding with a single spacecraft should be taken with caution. It is valid only in the case of circular polarization or within the frame of a quasi-circular polarization when a high modulation factor is measured. Less restrictive applications could lead to very large deviations, and explain puzzling wave source positions obtained that way. One must be particularly cautious when using directivity angles to derive a source position by triangulation, as illustrated in Sect. 5.

4 NTC observations and directivity analysis

4.1 Observations

During the tilt campaign (May 2008), several radio wave events were observed by WHISPER instruments. We choose to analyse and present here an event observed on 18 May 2008, from 11:40 to 13:00 UTC, with a spectral signature similar to the “wide-banded” type of NTC emissions (Masson et al., 2009). The global geomagnetic context is shown in Fig. 6a, which displays geomagnetic indices am (red line) and ap (black line) during a two week time interval. The am series allow, with an extended coverage of the associated magnetometers network, the detection of small perturbations (of interest during quiet periods) better than the ap series does (Menvielle and Berthelier, 1991). The event (start time shown by a pink vertical bar) occurs after a very quiet day (ap \( \leq 3 \) nT, i.e. Kp < 1, on 17 May), preceded by a 10 days interval (7 May to 16 May) of quiet or moderate activity (ap \( \leq 7 \) nT, i.e. Kp \( \leq 2 \)). The interplanetary and geophysical context nearer the event, characterized by a surge of auroral activity between 11:00 and 12:00 UTC on 18 May, is presented in Fig. 10 and discussed in Sect. 5.3. The Cluster constellation is travelling above the polar cap, at a geocentric distance of about 8 \( R_E \). The sketch in Fig. 6b indicates the positions of the satellites at 12:20 UTC, with C1 in black, C2 in red, and the tilted pair, C3 and C4, in green. The baseline formed by the three satellites is an elongated triangle, about parallel to the ecliptic plane, shown in Fig. 8.

The chosen event displays a spectral signature outlined by an orange oval shape in the frequency time spectrogram of Fig. 6c. It bears the fundamental characteristic of wide-banded NTC emissions, i.e. quasi-harmonic frequency bands, separated one from the next by the same frequency step, here \( df \sim 2.5 \) kHz. The \( df \) parameter is stable during the time interval 11:50 to 12:40 UTC, outlined by the two vertical purple arrows. In contrast, local plasma parameters are varying along the orbit element followed during
the quoted time interval. They can be measured by the frequency positions of resonances triggered by the sounder within its frequency band, i.e. 4–80 kHz. Having noted that intense emissions at \( \sim 6–8 \) kHz, observed from about 11:00 to 12:40 UTC, are spurious oscillations, the identified characteristic frequencies are the electron gyro-frequency \( F_{ce} \), the upper hybrid frequency \( F_{UH} \), and the derived plasma frequency \( F_p \), each pointed to by a white arrow in Fig. 6c. The local magnetic field magnitude increases significantly during the outlined time interval. The associated electron gyro-frequency \( F_{ce} \) increases from 2.5 kHz at 11:50 UTC to 3.7 kHz at 12:40 UTC. The gyro-frequency is identified by sounder resonances at twice \( F_{ce} \), observed above WHISPER sounder’s low frequency limit. The electron density is measured by the frequency position of \( F_p \), which increases during the chosen interval from below 2 kHz to about 2.7 kHz, all frequencies significantly below the frequency range, \( \sim 15 \) to 25 kHz, covered by the main NTC bands. All four satellites are illuminated simultaneously by the radio source of the observed NTC emissions. This is illustrated in Fig. 6d by the remarkable similitude of spectral signatures measured on board the four Cluster satellites, here integrated over the 100 s time interval starting at 12:20 UTC. Figure 6d points out that the observed average intensity is significantly higher on C3 than on C4. This difference in intensities is also clearly seen in power variations shown in Fig. 1. The reason for such a discrepancy is that the wave plane makes a smaller angle with C3 spin plane than with C4 spin plane. It confirms that the wave is planar. Wave intensities are also gradually increasing when observed respectively from C2, C4 and C1. This feature will be discussed later (end of Sect. 5.3.2).

4.2 Directivity analysis

The 3-D directivity analysis performed by the DSM tool presented in Sect. 3.1 indicates that, in the example selected, electric field measurements from the tilted pair of C3 and C4 spacecraft are representative of a plane wave, elliptically polarized. They are, in any case, displaying spin modulations
expected in such a circumstance. The next question we address is whether the ray path orientation obtained by the analysis is constant over the frequency and time domain covered by the NTC emissions observed during the event.

First of all, we note that the result of DSM analysis presents a significant variability in response to the precise input taken into account, a data set which always consists of signal intensities versus phase angles (as shown in Fig. 4). Two parameters of the input data set are adjustable: the number of measured intensity samples (duration of considered time interval) and the frequency band over which measured intensities are averaged (i.e. the number and position of relevant frequency bins). The output of the DSM tool is actually responsive to small variations in the input introduced by varying any one of the two adjustable parameters. The individual orientations obtained for the bins where signal to noise ratio is acceptable are, however, gathered around the orientation obtained when directly averaging intensities over the frequency band. In order to further examine the response of the DSM tool during the chosen NTC event, we have constructed frequency–time spectrograms shown in Fig. 7 (left panels). These spectrograms are built from elementary runs of the DSM tool (electric fields measured on C3 and C4 spacecraft at a fixed frequency bin, during a given time interval of 60 s). Each run delivers, when the analysis is successful, the ray path orientation in the form of two angles, azimuth and zenith. The calculation is done, for the same time interval, on each of the frequency bins covering the 10–40 kHz band, and repeated at later time intervals. Time frequency

Fig. 7. DSM tool applied to a frequency–time domain during 18 May 2008 event. Elementary runs treat the signal at a fixed frequency bin (320 Hz width) measured on C3 and C4 during an interval of 60 s. Left: frequency–time spectrograms of derived ray path vector orientation angles (azimuth and zenith) in GSE coordinate system. Right: distribution of quantities derived from the runs inside the pointed frequency–time domain (blue rectangle); (a) azimuth angle occurrence, (b) zenith angle occurrence, (c) zenith versus azimuth, and (d) ratio of electric field powers measured on C3 and C4 along the common antenna orientation.

Fig. 8. Source localization by triangulation for the event of 18 May 2008. Orbit elements (curved arrows) and ray paths (solid lines) of a given colour intersect at satellite positions (black for C1, red for C2, green for C3 – see text – and blue for C4), ray paths merging at source position from triangulation, ST, pointed by an arrow. This plot also displays the position of source (orange star) obtained from the 3-D-isoFce approach (see text and Fig. 9), dashed lines showing associated source to satellite ray paths projected unto the XY GSE plane.
spectrograms of azimuth angles (top panel) and zenith angles (bottom panel) display bluish colours (coding angle values) roughly similar over the overall frequency and time domain explored. Patches of white correspond to frequency–time positions where the analysis is unsuccessful. This happens under various circumstances: (i) when NTC emissions are not observed, in particular at low frequency, as shown by the clear boundary observed in the spectrograms at \( \sim 12–13 \) kHz, precisely at the low frequency cut-off of emissions (see Fig. 6); (ii) when modulation parameters cannot be calculated, i.e. when input signal to noise ratio are below a given threshold; and (iii) when the modulation parameters cannot be modelled by a planar elliptic wave, as described in Sect. 2.3 (no satisfying candidate solutions).

Having found no clear evolution of directivity results with frequency and time, at least within the frame of instrument performance, we wish to estimate a single ray path orientation representative of the global behaviour of observed waves. To this aim, we present statistics limited to a frequency–time domain chosen in the centre of the event. This domain, underlined by rectangles in Figs. 6c and 7 (orange dashed lines and blue lines, respectively) is the 15–25 kHz frequency range, and the 12:15–12:25 UTC time interval. This is covered by 620 individual runs of the DSM tool; 20 iterations in time (60 s duration, 30 s increment) and 31 iterations in frequency (31 bins). Corresponding results are shown in the right-hand panels of Fig. 7: occurrences of orientation angles are plotted in panels (a) and (b), and the corresponding scatter plot in panel (c).

The last view derived from our statistical analysis (Fig. 7d) shows the occurrence of signal intensities ratios when measured at the same antenna attitude (at phase zero) respectively from C3 and C4. It allows us to check whether the two WHISPER instruments on board C3 and C4 satellites are equivalent. First simulations have shown that a high absolute precision for physical values is needed to derive ellipse characteristics, better than global uncertainty intervals on gains derived from ground integration campaigns (i.e. 4 dB) would warrant. What is the acceptable tolerance? Is it satisfied during a limited time interval (when the environment is common)? It is not possible to directly compare electric field intensities measured along the same direction from the two close-by satellites, C3 and C4, since antennas are never aligned at the same time along the common direction they sweep (the intersection of spin planes), but the DSM tool analysis offers an indirect comparison. It allows to estimate electric field intensities at phase zero independently on C3 and C4 for each sample of the time–frequency domain examined (the 620 individual runs described above). The curve of Fig. 7d displays the occurrence of ratio \( s_2^2/s_3^2 \) determined at each run of DSM tool within the time–frequency domain chosen (most of them successful), where \( s_3^2 \) and \( s_2^2 \) are modelled intensities (i.e. the sine function best fitted with actual signal variations) at zero phase angles. The occurrence curve culminates at a ratio value \( s_2^2/s_3^2 \) corresponding to 0.1 dB, and ratios at half width correspond to 0.5 dB. We estimate that the dispersion in occurrence values can be explained by the fluctuations observed in raw measurements. In order to further check the consequence of the limited precision regarding instrument gains on the 3-D directivity analysis, we have quantitatively investigated what the angle deviation is between orientations obtained with the current C3 calibration function, and with a calibration function at a higher gain, which would place the ratio value \( s_2^2/s_3^2 \) at 0 dB for the highest occurrence shown in Fig. 7d. We obtain a negligible angular deviation (0.5°) with a 0.1 dB gain increase and a small one (\( \sim 2° \)) with a 0.5 dB gain increase. We conclude that no calibration tuning is necessary.

The distribution of orientation angles shown in the right side panels of Fig. 7, panels (a) and (b), display clear peaks at both azimuth and zenith orientation angles, a double peak around azimuth \( \phi = 127° \) and a single peak at zenith \( \nu = 120° \). This particular orientation, indicated by a red dot in Fig. 7c, is the same one as that found at the centre of the time interval chosen for statistical analysis, which is the selected case example shown in Fig. 4 and discussed in Sect. 3.2. Angles at half width of occurrence distribution functions are (i) 121° and 132° in the case of azimuth angles, i.e. at angles of about 5° from central value, and (ii) 118° and 123° in the case of zenith angles, i.e. at angles of about 2.5° from central value.

5 Source localization

5.1 Strategy

Two possible approaches can be used in searching for wave source position. The first one is triangulation. Ray paths, traced backward from either two (or more) distant observatories, or from the same observatory travelling along its orbit, intersect at the source. This technique has been used (under assumption of free propagation in its simplest version, where the ray path is a straight line) with various spacecraft fleets (Gough, 1982; Etcheto et al., 1982; Parrot et al., 2004; Grimald et al., 2007, 2011). Figure 8 illustrates the triangulation technique applied to the one minute time interval measurements, shown in Figs. 1 and 4, completed by C1 and C2 measurements. The figure displays ray paths observed from Cluster spacecraft (solid lines in black for C1, red for C2 and blue for C4) projected onto XY GSE plane. C1, C2 and C4 positions are projected onto the same plane. Ray path orientations are derived within the frame of circular polarization and assuming that spin planes are parallel to XY GSE plane. Orbit segments near the time of observation are plotted as curved arrows, and satellites (triangular symbols) are placed at the intersection of orbit segments with ray paths of a given colour. Colours used (black, red, green and blue) refer respectively to C1, C2, C3 and C4. C3 orbit element cannot be distinguished from that of C4 at this scale, and
the associated calculated ray path (solid green line) should be discarded as C3 spin plane makes a significant angle with XY GSE plane. We note that C1, C4 and C2 form an elongated triangle almost parallel to XY GSE plane (with respective Z_{GSE} coordinates Z_1 = −6.76 R_E; Z_4 = −6.75 R_E and Z_2 = −6.70 R_E). The ray paths point to a common position (ST), which is thus a candidate source position, here placed in the dusk sector, at large radial distance from Earth’s centre and from the constellation (∼ 9 R_E and 8 R_E, respectively). The pointed position actually defines a column segment, perpendicular to XY GSE plane. Information provided by measured modulation factors, 0.48, 0.50 and 0.50 respectively for C1, C2 and C4, yields in addition (case of circular polarization, Fig. 5, bottom left panel) ray path elevation angles values around 35°. The radio source would then be placed roughly at ±5.5 R_E from the constellation plane. However, the position of the source region obtained in that way is far from the boundaries considered to be where NTC generation occurs (plasmapause, possibly magnetopause). Moreover, the study in Sect. 3.3 has shown that small deviations from circular polarization lead to systematic errors on ray path orientation, requiring being cautious. This problem has a more severe impact under situations such as the current one, where ray paths orientations in 2-D are not far from each other.

Gough (1982) proposed an alternative approach in order to obtain NTC wave source positions. Spectral properties of the waves, assumed to be unchanged from source to observation (as expected within the frame of free propagation), act as a marker of gyro-frequency value local to the source. A given gyro-frequency (associated to a given magnetic field magnitude) fixes the corresponding region of magnetosphere, which we shall refer to in this paper as an isoFce surface. When the terrestrial magnetic field is modelled by that of a dipole, isoFce surfaces are flattened spheres, as indicated in Fig. 9, which displays sections of isoFce surfaces in a meridian plane (dashed green lines). The source position is then determined by the intersection of the ray path, traced back from a single spacecraft, with the relevant surface. The main difficulty encountered in several published applications of this strategy (Gough, 1982; Décréau et al., 2004) is the fact that the ray path orientation is known only in a plane. This difficulty disappears when the ray path orientation is known in 3-D, as shown by successful mapping of AKR radiation sources using DE-1 observations (Huff et al., 1988), or, more recently, of SKR radiation sources using Cassini observations (Cecconi et al., 2009). This second strategy is hence the favoured one in the event analysed. Its application is presented in detail below. As this approach combines ray path orientation (via directivity) and selection of a given magnetic intensity surface (via spectral signatures), we shall refer to it as the 3-D-isoFce approach.

![Fig. 9. NTC source position on 18 May 2008, obtained by the 3-D isoFce approach and displayed in a meridian view of SM coordinate system (R: distance from dipole axis; Z: distance from magnetic equatorial plane). Cluster tilted pair is represented by a red diamond and the ray path by blue crosses. Curves at constant gyro-frequency (according to magnetic dipole model) are plotted in green for round \( f_{ce} \) values and in dashed red for the gyro-frequency value at source (as estimated from NTC signature). The source position in a realistic magnetic field model is shown by a star, inside a global region sketched by an oval (see text), and the orange arrow points to the modelled magnetic field vector \( \mathbf{B} \) at source.](image)
from 3 to 11), intercepted by each meridian planes, are superposed in $R-Z$ plane due to the axial symmetry of the dipolar model. They are shown in black, as is the Earth’s surface. IsoFce surfaces calculated from the dipole model of magnetic field, also presenting an axial symmetry, are plotted as green dotted lines. The isoFce surface corresponding to the $df$ value fitting spectral properties of the continuum signatures ($df = 2.5$ kHz) is plotted as a dashed red line. Following the approach of Gough (1982) mentioned above, we look for the source region of NTC emissions at the intersection of ray path with the isoFce surface at $df = 2.5$ kHz. The directivity analysis via the DSM tool indicates two possible (and opposite) directions. An important clue for selecting one of the two is that the waves are emitted near local plasma frequencies within a density gradient (Grimald et al., 2008), in this case in the $\sim 15$–25 kHz frequency band. This eliminates the part of ray path directed toward high latitudes because plasma frequencies in the 15–25 kHz band are infrequent in the polar cap region, especially under low geomagnetic activity. The ray path directed toward the equator, which is a better candidate, intersects the isoFce curve at $F_{ce} = df$ near equator. This provides a first order approximation of NTC source position ($R \sim 11 R_E, Z \sim -0.5 R_E$).

The corresponding $L$ shell value, $L \sim 11$, is too high for the dipole model of magnetic field to be realistic, especially in the night MLT sector. This is the reason why successive positions along the ray path have been followed in a realistic model (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996) tuned to the magnetic activity index of the day. Magnetic field lines from the realistic model, no longer in planes, and not presenting an axial symmetry anymore, are not shown in Fig. 9. As happens with the dipole model, the gyro-frequency encountered along the path toward the equator increases and then decreases. It decreases closer to the spacecraft than with the dipole model, though, and meets the required value ($F_{ce} = 2.5$ kHz) at a similar $L$ shell value, but at medium latitudes, far from the equator. The new estimated position of the radio source of NTC emissions ($X_{GSE} = -1.2 R_E, Y_{GSE} = -6.45 R_E, Z_{GSE} = -4.1 R_E$) is indicated by a yellow star in Fig. 9, and the magnetic field vector at the source is indicated by an orange arrow. The source is placed in the dawn sector, MLT = 06:33, at 5.3 $R_E$ from the tilted pair. The arbitrary chosen angular size of $20^\circ$ discussed above (end of Sect. 4.2) would thus correspond to a source diameter of about $2 R_E$, a size with which the DSM tool can be safely used as defined (i.e. ignoring the source size). The position of NTC source region has been established via simple geometry, in particular under assumption of a linear ray path (free propagation), within a modelled magnetic field. The MLT sector obtained (dawn) is where NTC sources are expected (Gurnett, 1975; Grimald et al., 2007). The high value of $L$ shell, as well as the medium latitude, are less expected, and must be discussed in the context of the particular geophysical scenario prevailing for the 18 May 2008 event, which is done in Sect. 5.3 below. Prior to that, we estimate the precision of the position derived, and we compare the result with the position obtained from triangulation.

In order to evaluate the quality of the Tsyganenko model used, we have compared the magnetic field vectors measured onboard Cluster during NTC observations with vectors provided by the model. The comparison is excellent, indicating however a modelled magnetic field intensity slightly higher (of $\sim 5\%$) than the measured value. The latter value is measured by two different instruments, the magnetometer (Balogh et al., 1997) and the sounder (Décréau et al., 1997), both instruments agreeing within 0.2 %. The discrepancy between measured and modelled values points out the inherent difficulty of using a modelled magnetic field in the 3-D isoFce approach, and leads to the following question: how sensitive is the source position to the prescribed $F_{ce}$ value? In practice, a deviation of 5 % of prescribed $F_{ce}$ value results, in all realistic models tested, in a displacement of the source of about 0.15 $R_E$, which is negligible when compared to uncertainties due to other factors controlling our evaluation of source position. The main source of uncertainty is the large dispersion of ray path orientation angles shown in Fig. 7. When applying the 3-D-isoFce method with inputs sweeping orientation values according to dispersion shown in Fig. 7, we obtain a region of source positions crudely within a sphere of 1 $R_E$ dimension. Finally, taking account of various other factors, as the uncertainty in the frequency distance between bands, $df$, as well as ray path curvature within the outer plasmasphere, we can safely assume that the source is not placed near the equator, but at higher latitudes. The source region resulting from our uncertainty analysis is schematically represented by the orange oval displayed in Fig. 9.

We note that the source position derived from the 3-D-isoFce method ($X_{GSE} = -1.2 R_E, Y_{GSE} = -6.45 R_E, Z_{GSE} = -4.1 R_E$) is far from the position found via triangulation and modulation factors ($X_{GSE} = -9 R_E, Y_{GSE} = 3.8 R_E, Z_{GSE} \sim -1.7 / -11.7 R_E$). It is interesting to examine whether the inconsistency could be explained by our study (Sect. 3.3) about systematic errors in azimuth when ignoring the wave ellipticity. Figure 8 displays, in addition to the source position obtained from triangulation (ST), the position estimated by the 3-D-isoFce approach, indicated by a yellow star. Ray paths in $X-Y$ GSE plane, which we consider here as the “true” ones, joining each satellite (C1, the C3–C4 pair and C2) to the second source position (the star), are plotted as dashed lines. They make significant angles with directivity paths (solid lines) obtained under the first (triangulation) approach. In order to test our interpretation, we compare the three angle difference values $\delta$, $\delta = 10^\circ$ from C1 viewpoint (black lines), $\delta = 2^\circ$ from C4 viewpoint (blue lines), and $\delta = -10^\circ$ from C2 viewpoint (red lines), respectively, with the magnitude of errors in azimuth to be expected. As a work frame, we consider that the electric wave ellipse ratio is, when reaching C2 and C1, similar to what is measured by the tilted pair ($e \sim 0.85$), and that the ray path
inclination angles with spin planes are of the order 35°, a figure compatible with measured modulation ratios. In that context, the 3 error values can be translated, from curves in top right panel of Fig. 5, into λ values evolving from ~ 120° at C1, to near 90° at C3/C4, then ~ 60° at C2. Such an evolution could be due to various curvatures of ray paths encountered along the first part of the source to satellite trajectory, before the radiation has reached the free space state. It could also be due to a Faraday rotation effect along the first part of the trajectory, before the wave has reached the so called “limiting polarization” discussed in Gurnett et al. (1988). It seems reasonable to consider a plasma thickness increasing from C1 (shorter distance, 4.82 RE) to C4 (medium distance, 5.31 RE) then C2 (similar distance, 5.33 RE, with trajectory closer to Earth, thus meeting conditions of larger magnetization and density). Leaving a quantitative discussion to further studies, we can nevertheless check that the ellipse orientation at C4 position is consistent with this view. Indeed, thanks to the (tilted) additional satellite C3, we know all the characteristics of the electric field ellipse, including λ value, at C4 position. This value is λ = 83°. The small positive error indicated by abacus of Fig. 5 for λ = 83° is consistent with the error in azimuth found in Fig. 8 (+2°).

Finally, we examine the information given by the electric field magnitude observed on board C1, C4 and C2, the 3 spacecraft which share the same spin axis orientation. Figure 7d indicates that electric field magnitudes are progressively decreasing, from C1 to C4 then C2, and that the magnitude ratios vary with the frequency considered. We consider the electric field magnitude integrated over the band chosen to derive directivity properties. This magnitude amounts to 52, 46 and 38, respectively on C1, C4 and C2, in the chosen unit (10⁻⁻⁷ Vrms Hz⁻¹/²). The first parameter which should control the measured wave magnitude is the distance from the source to the observing satellite. Within the frame of a spherical wave radiating homogeneously inside a given cone angle, electric field magnitudes are expected to vary as the inverse of these distances d (electric field power varying as d⁻²). The magnitude ratio from C1 to C4, 1.13, is indeed comparable to the inverse of distances to source ratios, 1.10 (accounting for distances of 4.82 and 5.31 RE, respectively), at least within a possible small gain mismatch resulting from uncertainty about instrument performances. However, the magnitude ratio from C4 to C2, 1.21, cannot be explained by the inverse of relative distances, which is close to 1. We note in addition (see Sect. 5.1) that the measured modulation factors are identical (0.50) on C2 and C4, indicating that the inclination of ray paths with respect to spin planes (hence of electric field ellipsoid with spin plane) are similar on C2 and C4. We are left with questions related to possible interpretations. Is C4 placed nearer the centre of a cone angle issued from the source than C2? Is the visibility of the entire source surface better from C4 than from C2? Is the medium less transparent along the propagation path from the source to C2 than from the source to C4?

5.3 General context and suggested scenario

In this section, we confront WHISPER observations during the 18 May 2008 event (including derived position of NTC radio source) with the general geophysical context prevailing that day, and present a simple scenario explaining this. Specifically, we assume that the NTC source region we have derived is co-located with a plasmapause density gradient, and we discuss the overall shape of the plasmasphere in this situation, taking account of current knowledge about plasmasphere topology and dynamics. Two main considerations guide us: timing and morphology.

5.3.1 Timing

The time evolution of geophysical conditions over the few hours preceding the event, and during the event, is summarized in Fig. 10. Solar wind conditions shown in panels (a) to (e) are, successively, the magnetic field intensity |B|, the magnetic component B⊥ in GSE coordinate system, the solar wind velocity Vw, the proton density Np and the auroral index AE. Values measured in the solar wind are delayed in time, according to propagation down to the Earth’s bow shock nose (NASA GSFC and CDAWeb data provided by J. H. King and N. Papataashvilli). The frequency–time spectrogram of the electric field intensity measured on board C2 is shown in panel (f). A dashed purple line drawn at ~11:10 UTC points out that the start of low frequency AKR emissions (50–80kHz) observed on C2 spectrogram coincides with a sharp increase of the AE index. This auroral activity is probably triggered by an abrupt change in orientation of interplanetary magnetic field, B, turning positive (panel b).

The start of the studied NTC event occurs shortly after that, near a peak in the AE index variation. As in Fig. 6, the start time chosen for reference (11:50 UTC) is marked in Fig. 10 by a vertical solid line in purple. The overall spectral evolution of NTC waves with time (see also oval shape in Fig. 6c), bears some resemblance with the time evolution of the type referred to as the continuum enhancement, which supported Gough’s isoFce paradigm (Gough, 1982). Such events have been observed and studied following Gough’s study (Kasaba et al., 1998; Décréau et al., 2004). The spectral signature of the continuum enhancement is characterized by banded features, with frequencies globally increasing over time intervals of one to several hours, reported to develop during substorms, after the start of an electron injection event. Most NTC enhancement events reported so far display characteristics that can be compared to what is observed here. According to Kasaba et al. (1998), who analysed a significant number of such events observed from GEOTAIL satellite (48 events during years 1994–1995), the radiation frequency mainly ranged from 10 to 80kHz, thus including the frequencies encountered on 18 May 2008. During this specific event, however, while the central frequency of the event increased, the frequency distance between bands
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remained about stable, in contrast with most events reported so far. Near 12:50 UTC, the solar wind density and temperature increased, while the banded NTC structure moved to higher frequencies, and the frequency distance between bands increased slightly. At 13:00 UTC, the orientation of interplanetary magnetic field changed. Finally, NTC emissions resumed after 13:30 UTC.

A question to settle is whether the spectral characteristics of the NTC event, as observed by Cluster, reflect variations of source characteristics with time, or if they are due to a space effect (evolution linked to moving viewpoints). The Cluster constellation, placed near perigee, covers a significant distance during the development of the event (about 1 RE in 35 min), thus providing a viewpoint over the source which is changing along the orbit. This could explain, at least partly, the evolution with time of the observed spectrograms (satellites entering then leaving a radio wave beam). However, all four spacecraft observe the same instantaneous frequency signature (Fig. 6d), despite the fact that inter-satellite distances are significant (larger than 1 RE for the largest distance). Moreover, they all display the same overall spectral evolution with time, with same start and stop times (at respectively ∼11:40 and 13:00 UTC) for C1 and C2 than on the tilted pair C3–C4 (figure not shown). We conclude that the observed time evolution of the event is due to a general time evolution of the magnetosphere, and not to a change in position of Cluster observatories.
Fig. 11. Views in GSM coordinate system from OVT (Orbit Visualization Tool, http://ovt.irfu.se). C3–C4 orbit on 18 May 2008, and magnetopause field lines are projected unto $X-Y$ plane (top) and $Y-Z$ plane (bottom). The NTC source is indicated by a star; the observing point at 12:20 UTC by a blue symbol; other positions of the (C3–C4) pair by symbols in various colours. Plasmapause crossings, occurring at 15:20 UTC and 16:50 UTC, are shown in dark and light purple. Magnetopause crossings, occurring at 04:20 UTC and 23:30 UTC, are shown in light green and brown. Dashed curves sketch possible positions of plasmapause, equatorial boundary in upper panel, selected magnetic flux tubes along plasmapause surface in lower panel.

5.3.2 Morphology

Concerning morphology, we have at our disposal factual knowledge of positions of two magnetopause crossings observed by Cluster/WHISPERS on 18 May 2008, at respectively 04:20 UTC (inbound orbit element) and 23:30 UTC (outbound orbit element), as well as two plasmapause crossings (plasma frequency stepping from $\sim 20$ to $30\,\text{kHz}$) observed by the same instrument, at respectively 15:20 UTC and 16:50 UTC. Another piece of information, more conjectural as it is deduced from remote observations, is a third plasmapause position, more precisely a radiating part of plasmapause boundary layer forming the source region of NTC waves. Finally, we know that the ray path between the NTC source region and observing spacecraft (at 12:20 UTC) is free of high densities. The five positions of Cluster C4 at times quoted above (entering magnetosphere, observing NTC waves, entering plasmasphere, leaving plasmasphere, exiting magnetosphere), as well as the NTC source position, are shown in Fig. 11, which displays Cluster orbits and magnetopause surface in GSM coordinate system given by the OVT tool (http://ovt.irfu.se). Magnetic field lines along the magnetopause are projected onto the two views presented ($X-Y$ plane and $Y-Z$ plane). The magnetic field flux tube of the first plasmapause layer crossed by C4 in the dusk sector is also shown (magnetic field line in light blue). It happens that the position of C4 on its second plasmapause crossing is close to this specific field line.

The positions of boundaries listed above are consistent with the available information about geophysical activity for this event. The observed position of the magnetopause is where models (Boardsen et al., 2000), and statistics (Dušík et al., 2010) predict it should be under solar wind conditions prevailing that day. This magnetopause boundary is far from the found position of the NTC source region: it is placed, at its closest distance, at $1.8\,R_E - 10.6\,R_E$ and $-7.5\,R_E$ from the source, respectively along $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ axis in GSM coordinate system (Tsyganenko model of 2004). Such a large distance excludes a NTC source region placed at the magnetopause gradient. Concerning the plasmasphere body it is expected, owing to the exceptionally quiet magnetic activity conditions during hours preceding the 18 May 2008 event (see am geomagnetic indices in Fig. 6a), that this region is expanded to large distances (see, for instance, Fig. 1 in Carpenter and Anderson, 1992). This is indeed what happens that day: the first encounter by Cluster of the plasmapause boundary layer occurs at a large $L$ shell value ($L = 8.1$), when C3 and C4 are travelling at medium magnetic latitudes ($\text{Mlat} \sim -54^\circ$) in the night sector (GSM LT = 21.7). A couple of hours later (16:48 UTC), the C3–C4 pair leaves the plasmasphere, crossing approximately the same magnetic field tube ($L \sim 8.5$) near the opposite magnetic footprint ($\text{Mlat} \sim 45^\circ$) in the day sector (GSM LT = 16.7).

The plasmasphere, greatly expanded after the NTC wave episode, at least inside dusk sector, could have been expanded at still higher $L$ shells before and during the observed emission in the dawn sector and closer to equator. We could, unfortunately, not find suitable in situ data in the local time sector of the NTC source for locating the plasmasphere boundary that day, nor for checking the presence of electron injection at medium energy, which could have triggered the emission. It is also difficult to use the ray path orientation as
an indicator of the plasmapause surface orientation near the source. The beaming theory elaborated by Jones (1982) indicates that the angle between the plasmapause gradient and the emitted ray path can be derived from the ratio between the plasma frequency \( F_p \) and the gyrofrequency \( F_{ce} \) in the source region. This theory, which in this case would give a small angle of about 20°, has not been confirmed in practice, because the model (a single point source) and a suitable observatory (crossing two beams of small angular size, issued from the same source) are not met in reality (Morgan and Gurnett, 1991; Grimald et al., 2007). Observations from Green et al. (2002) suggest that a density notch formed in the plasmasphere body can focus radio emissions along a beam of reduced angular size. Both approaches suggest a beam radiating along a direction not far from normal to the main, large scale, plasmapause surface. In order to fit this scenario with the observed ray path orientation in the \( X-Y \) plane (toward the night–dusk sector), we propose that a shoulder could have been formed at the start of the active period, together with particle injections triggering the NTC radiation. Shoulders are indeed known to form in the dawn sector (Pierrard and Lemaire, 2004). The ray path orientation in the \( Y-Z \) plane (toward south) would fit emission from medium latitudes of a plasmapause \( L \) shell surface elongated near the equator. Figure 11 displays a crude sketch of a plasmapause boundary layer (black dashed curves) in agreement with the morphology described above. This boundary is, in the upper panel, shown as its equatorial extension. In the bottom panel, we have figured the magnetic field line at the plasmapause crossed by Cluster in the dusk sector, as well as the magnetic field line in the dawn sector associated with the NTC region source. Such a sketch can only be an oversimplified representation of the actual expansion of the plasmasphere body. It suggests a toroidal shape of the plasmasphere, with a smooth “byte out”, i.e., magnetic flux tubes entirely deprived of plasmaspheric material, in the 00:00–06:00 MLT sector. A more complex structure of the large scale plasmapause surface could also fit the observed ray path orientation. Actually, at large \( L \) values and under quiet magnetic conditions, the co-rotating magnetic field tubes are only partially replenished by ionospheric sources (Lointier et al., 2013). This could lead to complex 3-D shapes of the plasmasphere boundary, in particular during a surge of activity, when plasma irregularities can be possibly eroded from the plasmasphere (Darrouzet et al., 2004).

6 Summary and conclusion

This paper presents a detailed study of a NTC wave event observed during the tilt campaign run by the Cluster mission. The study yields three main results:

1. the validation of a novel experimental concept, where two spacecraft are associated for measuring electromagnetic waves;
2. the measurement of 3-D geometric characteristics of electric field, opening a source localization approach forbidden to a large variety of NTC observations;
3. the best estimation of the position of NTC radio waves sources for the studied event and a proposed scenario within the frame of geophysical conditions prevailing that day.

The experimental system that had to be validated combines two long dipolar electric antennas carried by the two satellites C3 and C4, close enough to each other to be considered as placed at a single point in space. We show that this system, where antennas rotate in two planes at an angle from each other, is capable of measuring the 3-D characteristics of propagating plane waves, in particular the shape of electric field ellipse, and the direction of vector normal to the wave plane. We present the software tool which has been designed to meet the specific experimental constraints encountered, wave instrumentation (WHISPER experiment), as well as spacecraft configuration (tilted Cluster pair) and equipment (onboard data handling), under the hypothesis of a point source. We show that this tool, when applied to experimental data, leads to a satisfying solution in most frequency–time domains for the event treated, which is a first indication that the measured electric field behaves as expected. The performances achieved in the case of our selected event are limited by fluctuations in the observed NTC waves. An analysis based on statistics leads to a variance of ±10% in ellipse ratio, of ±2.5° in zenith angle and of ±5° in azimuth. The limited instrument performances, in particular the time resolution, do not allow examination of what causes the observed dispersion in electric field geometry, which could be due to fluctuations at the source, during propagation, or at reception. When observed waves are stemming from several sources, or from an extended source, the modulation parameters measured are smaller than in the case of a single point source. Sources of large extension lead to an important squeezing of the modulation parameters. In such a case, the DSM tool does not provide any solution to ellipse characterization (as observed during the tilt campaign when dealing with \( 2F_p \) radiation events). Within the frame of a source of limited extension, as we think is the case here, we expect that the angular error on the wave vector orientation depends on the actual geometry encountered (orientation of polarization ellipse with respect to the tilted pair, source properties), as has been demonstrated by Cecconi (2007) in the field of goniopolarimetry. We leave to a future work such a study applied to a tilted pair device.

The main benefit of the full 3-D characterization of electric field geometry is the capacity to estimate ray path orientation in 3-D at the observatory. The source localization can then be done via the “3-D-isoFce” method, which combines simple ray tracing and knowledge of magnetic field magnitude at the source (estimated from spectral signatures). The source position found is in agreement with the magnitude
ratios measured from two spacecraft, C1 and C4, placed at different distance from the source. The importance of the progress to be expected from a tilted satellite pair device, when compared to a single satellite using the “spin – null” method, is illustrated by two ancillary results.

The first result is derived from the quantitative study of systematic errors due to use of the circular polarization assumption and is presented in the form of graphics (Fig. 5). Those graphics show that, even in the case of quasi-circular polarization (illustrated by a value of ellipticity ratio equal to 0.85), systematic errors on determination of azimuths can be important. As a consequence, the measured modulation factor values cannot be a secure means to estimate ray path elevation angle over spin plane. None of those results are really surprising, but this paper provides quantitative information of use for interpretation of spin modulation analysis of NTC radio wave observations.

The second result is the obvious failure of the triangulation method (using 2-D directivity via classical spin modulation) to point to the correct source position. This can be explained by systematic errors in directivity angles derived via spin modulation when interpreted within the frame of fully circular polarisation. Actually, although modest (a few degrees), systematic errors can be different for waves observed from one of the observing spacecraft and for waves observed from another spacecraft. A possible interpretation is that systematic errors evolve gradually from one observing point to another. This specific behaviour could have been overlooked without the opportunity of comparison between the two approaches offered by the Cluster tilt campaign.

The position of the source region (dawn sector, at large distance both from Earth and the magnetopause, at medium latitudes along a plasmapause boundary) is compatible with the observed conditions of geomagnetic activity. One interesting feature is the orientation of ray path, directed from the flank of the plasmasphere toward the polar cap. This finding does not allow deriving the shape and dimension of the source region, but the orientation of ray path points out the importance of a 3-D geometry of plasmapause layer, likely associated to density irregularities of large dimension. Global images have revealed the complexity of plasmasphere topology and dynamics but they are limited to density values above about 40 cm⁻³ (Goldstein et al., 2007), associated with plasma frequencies higher than those considered here. Local multipoint observations made by Cluster (Darrouzet et al., 2009), as well as statistical views about the expanded plasmasphere (Lointer et al., 2013), which have been pursued in recently explored regions, could also shed light about morphology of highly expanded plasmaspheric regions.

Fig. A1. Variation of measured signal (electric field power density) as a function of antenna attitude \( \theta \) in case of (a) linear polarization; and (b) elliptic polarization, where the measured signal \( s^2 \) is the sum of two linear components \( s_a^2 \) and \( s_b^2 \), projected in spin plane.

Appendix A

DSM tool algorithm

A1 Case of linear polarization

In the case of linear polarization, recognized by a fully modulated signal (Fig. A1a) on both satellites, the wave plane cannot be determined. The DSM algorithm calculates the characteristics of the linear wave component, a \( \mathbf{u} \). The positions of meridian planes \( P_4 \) and \( P_3 \) are deduced from the measured parameters \( \varphi_4 \) and \( \varphi_3 \), attitude angles where the received signal on C4 and C3 is null. The two planes are intersected in order to derive the components of the vector \( \mathbf{u} \). The magnitude a can be estimated as \( a_4 = 2E_04/\sin \sigma_4 \), or as \( a_3 = 2E_03/\sin \sigma_3 \), where \( \sigma_4 \) and \( \sigma_3 \) are the zenith angles of \( \mathbf{u} \) in [Sc4] and [Sc3] coordinate systems, respectively, and \( E_03 \) and \( E_04 \) the magnitudes of the measured signals on C4 and C3 respectively. The distance between both estimations is measured by the following factor:

\[
d a = \frac{|a_2^2 - a_4^2|}{a_2^2 + a_4^2},
\]

which belongs to the interval 0 to 1, and should be equal to 0 if measurements are free of noise and other limits.

A2 Case of elliptic polarization

A2.1 Measured characteristics of the modulated signal expressed as the sum of two sine components

The two sine functions, \( s_a^2 \) and \( s_b^2 \), of the same periodic variable \( \theta \) correspond to the contributions in a spin plane of the
two linear waves forming the elliptical wave. Their sum, \( s^2 \) (blue curve in Fig. A1b), is expressed as a sine function of \( \theta \). Four input quantities, \( m_a^2, \phi_a, m_b^2; \) and \( \phi_b \), are needed to define the two contributions, and three output quantities, \( E_0^2 \), \( \alpha \) and \( \phi_t \), are needed to describe their sum. The relations between input and output quantities are obtained by writing that the identity \( s^2 = s^2 \equiv s^2 \) must be satisfied at all values of the common variable, \( \theta \):

\[
m_a^2[1 - \cos 2(\theta - \varphi_a)] + m_b^2[1 - \cos 2(\theta - \varphi_b)] = E_0^2[1 - \alpha \cos 2(\theta - \varphi_t)]. \tag{A2}
\]

Identity of continuous (un-modulated) components leads to

\[
m_a^2 + m_b^2 = E_0^2. \tag{A3}
\]

Let us define \( r \), ratio of wave intensities, as

\[
r = m_b^2/m_a^2 \text{ or } r = m_a^2/m_b^2, \text{ such that } r \leq 1. \tag{A4}
\]

Identity of modulated components can be written as

\[
\cos 2(\theta - \phi_a) + r \cos 2(\theta - \phi_b) \equiv \alpha(1 + r) \cos 2(\theta - \phi_t). \tag{A5}
\]

Let us introduce \( \zeta \) and \( \delta \) as

\[
\zeta = 2(\phi_a - \phi_b) \tag{A6}
\]

and

\[
\delta = 2(\phi_b - \phi_t) \tag{A7}
\]

and define \( \gamma \) by

\[
\tan \gamma = \frac{r \sin \zeta}{1 + r \cos \zeta}. \tag{A8}
\]

As a consequence of the symmetry of antenna (sensors placed on each tip of the antenna having the same efficiency, and the antenna measuring only the power and not the phase of the signal), we do not lose the generality of the problem by restricting the domain of variation of \( \theta, \phi_a, \phi_b \) and \( \phi_t \) to \( 0, \pi \), and of angles \( \zeta \) and \( \delta \) to \( 0, 2\pi \), or, equivalently, to \( -\pi, \pi \). As concerns the angle \( \gamma \), it can be chosen in the domain \( -\pi/2, \pi/2 \).

Equation (A5) writes

\[
\frac{1 + r \cos \zeta}{\cos \gamma} \cos[2(\theta - \varphi_a) + \gamma] \equiv \alpha(1 + r) \cos[2(\theta - \varphi_a) + \delta]. \tag{A9}
\]

where coefficients of cosine functions are both positive. This leads to

\[
\gamma = \delta. \tag{A10}
\]

Identical magnitudes in Eq. (A9) lead to

\[
\frac{1 + r \cos \zeta}{\cos \gamma} = \alpha (1 + r). \tag{A11}
\]

Combination of Eqs. (A8) and (A11) allows eliminating the parameter \( \gamma \), and leads to

\[
x = \frac{a^2(1 + r)^2 - (1 + r^2)}{2r}, \text{ where } x = \cos \zeta. \tag{A12}
\]

In summary, the square mean power \( E_0^2 \) is derived from Eq. (A3), the angle \( \phi_t \) from Eq. (A7), combined with Eqs. (A10), (A8) and (A4), and the modulation index \( \alpha \) from Eq. (A11).

A2.2 Exploration of the domain of input combinations leading to the measured modulation characteristics

Knowing the modulation parameters measured from a given platform (C4 or C3), one explores all possible inputs (linear components projected in spin plane) that lead to the given observation. To do this, we can use any one of the free parameters, \( r, x, \zeta \) or \( \delta \), linked by Eqs. (A10) to (A12). The parameter \( x \) varies when \( r \) decreases from 1 toward 0 between the limits \( 2 \alpha^2 - 1 \) (at \( r = 1 \)) and \( -1 \) (as \( \zeta \) must be real). This defines two possible \( \zeta \) angle intervals, \([acos(2\alpha^2 - 1), \pi]\) and \([-\pi, -acos(2\alpha^2 - 1)]\), depending on sign of \( \zeta \), which can be summarized as \([|\zeta| \text{ belonging to interval } [acos(2\alpha^2 - 1), \pi]\).

We choose to explore the domain of input combinations by sweeping the \( |\zeta| \) angle interval in small steps (typically, \( d|\zeta| = 1^\circ \)). The \( r \) value is uniquely derived from each value of \( |\zeta| \) by Eq. (A12) and condition \( r \leq 1 \). One gets

\[
r = -\frac{(x - a^2)}{1 - a^2} - \sqrt{\frac{(x - a^2)^2}{(1 - a^2)^2} - 1} \tag{A13}
\]

and Eq. (A11) coupled to Eq. (A10) leads to

\[
\cos \gamma = \frac{1 + rx}{\alpha(1 + r)}. \tag{A14}
\]

One can check that the right side of Eq. (A14) is smaller than unity. The angle \( \gamma \) (or \( \delta \)) leads to \( \phi_a \), then \( \phi_t; E_0^2 \) and \( r \) lead to \( m_a^2 \) and \( m_b^2 \).

As an illustration, we take the example of the measurements shown in Fig. 1. The modulation index on C4 is \( \alpha = 0.502 \). The angle \( |\zeta| \) varies in the domain \([120 - 180]^\circ\), which is explored in 61 steps. Two intervals for angle \( \zeta \) are explored: \(-180 \text{ to } -120^\circ \) and \( 120 \text{ to } 180^\circ \). The modulation index on C3 is \( \alpha = 0.191 \). The associated angle \( |\zeta| \) (measured in coordinate system \([S_{C3}]\)) varies in the domain \([158 - 180]^\circ\), which is explored in 23 steps of \( 1^\circ \). Two intervals are explored: \(-180 \text{ to } -158^\circ \) and \( 158 \text{ to } 180^\circ \).

A2.3 The DSM tool algorithm

Preliminary to any further treatment, we test if C3 and C4 signals at phase zero are equal (within \( \pm 20\% \)), rejecting all cases where it is not the case. We also check the eventual-ity of a purely linear polarization, and treat it as indicated...
above (Sect. A1). The case of a purely circular polarization can be recognized by the fact that both spin planes cut the polarization circle along a diameter. As a consequence, both received signals peak at the same intensity (see illustration in Fig. 4). The DSM tool algorithm does not check this eventuality specifically.

In the general case, the DSM algorithm follows a strategy in six steps.

1. The $|\zeta|$ angle interval, $[\cos(2\alpha^2 - 1), \pi]$, is explored in steps of $1^\circ$. Equations (A10) to (A12) provide corresponding values of $x, r$ and $\delta$. Noting from Eqs. (A9) and (A10) that $\delta$ and $\zeta$ have the same sign, two solutions for the pair $\phi_a$ and $\phi_b$ are derived according to Eq. (A7), the pair $\phi_a = \phi_a + \frac{|\delta|}{2}$ and $\phi_b = \phi_a - \frac{|\zeta|}{2}$ ($\zeta$ and $\delta > 0$) on one hand, the pair $\phi_a = \phi_a - \frac{|\zeta|}{2}$ and $\phi_b = \phi_a + \frac{|\zeta|}{2}$ on the other hand, with $\zeta$ and $\delta < 0$. Related quantities $m_a^2$ and $m_b^2$ are calculated from Eqs. (A3) and (A4). This step provides a series of N3 quadruplets $(\phi_a, \phi_b, m_a, m_b)$ from C3 observations, and a series of N4 quadruplets $(\phi_a, \phi_b, m_a, m_b)$ from C4 observations. In the chosen example, $N3 = 45$ and $N4 = 121$.

2. All possible instances of quadruplets are combined in order to derive, for each combination, a set of $\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}, a$ and $b$ values where $\alpha \mathbf{u}$ and $\beta \mathbf{v}$ are candidates of linear electric field components. Vector $\mathbf{u}$ is derived from cross product of unit vectors normal to meridian planes $P_{da}$ and $P_{3\alpha}$, written as

$$ I_4 = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_{da3}) \\ \sin(\phi_{da3}) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad I_3 = \mathbf{M}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\phi_{da3}) \\ \sin(\phi_{da3}) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, $$

where $\mathbf{M}$ is the transformation matrix from $[\mathbf{S} C 3]$ coordinate system to $[\mathbf{S} C 4]$ system. Vector $\mathbf{v}$ is derived similarly, from $\phi_{db4}$ and $\phi_{db3}$ of chosen quadruplet combination.

The magnitudes $a$ and $b$, measured from C4 platform, are given by $a_4^2 = \frac{4m_{da}^2}{u_x^2 + u_y^2}$ and $b_4^2 = \frac{4m_{db}^2}{v_x^2 + v_y^2}$, where $u_x$ and $u_y$, respectively $v_x$ and $v_y$, are components of $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ in C4 spin plane. Expressions of $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ are derived in $[\mathbf{S} C 3]$, which lead, similarly, to magnitudes $a_3$ and $b_3$ measured from C3 spin plane.

3. A selection procedure allows to reach an acceptable solution, i.e. a solution which satisfies the model: $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ vectors at right angle, same magnitudes as measured from each satellite. Having combined N3 and N4 series of quadruplets, one obtains 2 · N3 · N4 candidate pairs $(\mathbf{a}_c, \mathbf{v}_c)$, and associated magnitude values: (i) $a$, via estimations $a_3$ and $a_4$, and (ii) $b$, via estimations $b_3$ and $b_4$. For every pair, one calculates three quantities, which should optimally be equal to zero: $da = |a_3^2 - a_4^2| / (a_3^2 + a_4^2)$, $db = |b_3^2 - b_4^2| / (b_3^2 + b_4^2)$, $p_{uv} = |\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}|$. Their sum $\Delta = da + db + p_{uv}$ is also derived. The selection of the optimal solution is made in two steps: first eliminate all occurrences where $da, db$ and $p_{uv}$ are larger than thresholds fixed by measurements uncertainties (typically 0.05 or 0.1); and then, among selected occurrences (which provide similar solutions), selecting, empirically, the one with smaller $\Delta$. When the first step does not succeed, then the model of elliptical electric field is declared non-valid.

4. A final solution $(\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{k}, a, b)$ is derived from the best acceptable set of parameters obtained after the selection procedure, say $\mathbf{u}_c$, $\mathbf{v}_c$, $\mathbf{k}_c = \mathbf{u}_c \mathbf{v}_c$, $a_3$, $b_3$, $a_4$, and $b_4$. The unity vectors $\mathbf{u}$ and $\mathbf{k}$ are simply $\mathbf{u}_c$ and $\mathbf{k}_c$, $\mathbf{v}$ completing the orthogonal base. Electric field magnitudes $a$ and $b$ are derived from the averaged intensities $a^2 = 1/2(a_3^2 + a_4^2)$ and $b^2 = 1/2(b_3^2 + b_4^2)$.

5. Vectors $\mathbf{u}$, $\mathbf{v}$, $\mathbf{k}$ are expressed in GSE coordinate system.

6. The algorithm derives a solution responding to geometrical considerations expected in the case of a circular polarization. Coordinates of $\mathbf{k}$ vector are calculated by intersecting the meridian planes containing spin axes and receiving antenna at minimum signal, respectively on C3 and on C4 (Fig. 3b in Sect. 2.2). The quality of this solution is estimated from a parameter $\Delta_{\text{circ}}$ comparable to the parameter $\Delta = da + db + p_{uv}$ defined above. Our approach leads to $p_{uv} = 0$ (the major and minor axis of the “ellipse” are normal to each other) and to $da = db$ (major and minor axis are equal). The quantity $da$ is derived in comparing the maximal electric power magnitudes, respectively on C3 and C4, i.e. $da = \frac{|a_{max}^3|^2 - |a_{max}^4|^2}{(|a_{max}^3|^2 + |a_{max}^4|^2)}$. Finally, $\Delta_{\text{circ}} = 2da$.
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